Hello Radio listeners and friends,
We had an overwhelming response to Saturday's Mast Appeal radio show asking for
information on the brain, addiction and reward deficiency syndrome involving both
substance and non-substance addictions. Other behavioral disorders can be helped
naturally, from autistic behaviors to depression, from addictions to personality
disorders. It also helped my husband with his chronic health issues last year.
The study that was mentioned on the radio show involved the dramatic improvement in
brain reward deficiencies in substance abuse addicts returning through the courts. The
two products that the clients consumed in the study were called Prodovite and Brain
Reward, both produced by the scientists at Victory Nutrition International.
www.vni.life/lifechanging. VNI’s products are protozomed neutraceuticals that are
scientifically proven to get into the blood within 5 minutes, even if a person has a
compromised digestive system. You can order a month supply of each of those online at
that site if you wish to pay full retail price. Sign up for monthly subscription if you want a
discount.
For additional help, you can contact one of two radio listeners, Annette at 734-891-7942
in Eastern Time or Cynthia Rose at 208-270-1508 in Mountain Time, as both are familiar
with the products and have had success with them in their own families. They can help
you know which products to order for your situation, how to take them for the best
results, and how to get a discount.
People with reward deficiencies experience an imbalance in their brain reward
chemistry that impairs the function of one or more of the multiple steps in the brain
reward cascade, starting with serotonin and going down to dopamine. While we can’t
change our genes, now there is evidence that we CAN improve gene expression, also
known as epigenetics. Brain Reward is the product that optimizes gene expression,
creates normalcy and improves self-control and mental sharpness by rebalancing the
sequence of neurotransmitter transactions. It can also help with food cravings and
weight management. The Prodovite product has helped many people based on studies
of diabetes, anemia and other chronic health issues. It has also helped me with overall
health, and my food cravings on fasting days have diminished greatly! An overview of
the published research of 37+ scientific studies using these VNI natural products is at
the website above, click on VNI Science.
Be assured that you are in our daily prayers,
Coleen Kelly Mast
ckmast@respect4u.com

